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Forza
 Forza. {Italian: Strength, Force}

Commercial spaces continue to evolve rapidly, and the lines separating 
traditional offices and communal spaces are becoming more obscure. This 
has resulted in a need for large, customisable tables to suit collaborative 
spaces and boardrooms. However, large tables often have too many legs 
and too many parts causing clutter, interfering with movement and 
breaking down the aesthetic.

Workspace presents Forza - a solid, stable and stunning table to suit any 
occasion or application. With sizes up to 4200mm long and 1800mm wide, 
Forza is the largest boardroom table on the market with just four legs!

Forza was developed entirely in-house by Workspace’s design team in the 
South Australian manufacturing facility. Forza is durable, fully recyclable 
and comes at an attractive price-point. Its modular design is so simple it 
can be transported flat-packed and installed within minutes. Available with 
timber or steel legs, with over fifty configuration options and a nearly 
unlimited selection of tops, Forza will fit into every corporate environment 
effortlessly.

SPECIFICATIONS

Features:
Strong and durable construction
Large table without centre leg obstruction 
Adjustable Glides
Multiple configurations available 
Completely customisable for end user
All parts can be recycled or re-purposed at end-of-life 
Frame avaliable in black only

Leg Options:
Timber (clear or stained finish)
Steel (Black as standard or custom powder coat 
colours available on request)

Top Options:
Veneer or melamine options available

Warranty:
10 Years

NOTE: Tables length from 2400mm to 3600mm results in two-piece top. Tables length from 
3610mm to 4200mm results in three-piece top. Some size options available with one-piece 
top. Some size options may not be available with veneer tops. If width is greater than 
1500mm then maximum length is 3900mm.
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